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Abstract 
In this study, the principles and performance of 
a new morphological filter on restoration of 
colour and grey scale images containing up to 
95% impulse corruption. We are concerned here 
with images which have lost between 50 and 95% 
of the image data to noise impulses. Good 
re~toration was achieved using this new filter 
method. The morphological filter uses 'good' 
pixels as seed points from which spatial 
propagation occurs in a regular manner during 
successive iterations of the filter. The seeding 
filter has a high restoration gain or ratio of 
restored pixels to seed pixels. Here sparse data 
refers to an image in which half or more of the 
image data has been replaced by noise impulses. 
The impulse noise may have a single value or 
range or multiple ranges. It is a requirement of 
the method that the data can be segmented from 
the noise impulses by means of thresholds. 
Random loss of an image communication channel 
will result in a sparse image which may be 
restored by these methods. Range images or optic 
flow data may be processed by these methods 
also. On a greyscale face image which had lost 
95% of its data, the restored image had a signal to 
noise ratio of 16dB and all features were clearly 
discernable. The filter had an 8 pixel 
neighbourhood and took about 0.5 second per 
iteration to filter the image on a 386 standard PC. 
Existing sparse data restoration methods have 
been used with grey scale data only. 

1.1 Introduction 
Images which have lost more than half their data 
to impulse noise have been effectively restored 
with the morphological filter described here. The 
term morphological filter normally applies to 
filtering binary images using binary structuring 
elements and opening/closing operations. Here 
we are concerned with greyscale or colour data 
but the processing is binary in the sense that 
processing depends only on whether the pixel 
being restored is a member of the image data set 

or a member of the impulse corruption set. In the 
seeding method, pixels are replicated at pixel 
sites containing "good" ie non-noise impulse 
pixel values. Conventional filters which use 
smoothing or median values statistics are 
ineffective when 50% or more of the image is 
lost.[3],[4] By using these morphological filters, 
far better results are obtained for image 
restoration. It is a requirement of these filters 
that the range of the image corruption is known a 
priori. If the image is sparse in a conventional 
sense, corrupted pixels have a grey level of zero, 
tests may be made on the pixel neighbourhood to 
ascertain a better grey scale value for the restored 
image value. The original image will also contain 
pixels in the same set as the interference. This 
will not matter if the range of impulse values is 
not too large. Satisfactory results have been 
obtained with interference ranges of up to one 
third of the image grey scale range. The success 
of the method relies on a normal level of 
correlation within the original colour or greyscale 
image. A random image cannot be restored 
whereas the improvement in conventional 
images, a human face for example is quite 
marked. More sophisticated smoothing methods 
which minimise data errors [1] start to slow down 
drastically when image impulse noise corruption 
rises above 90% due to the small support region 
of these methods. An earlier non-iterative method 
which gave much greater grey spatial dislocation 
and hence poorer results was reported in [2]. 
Because these filters replicate existing image data 
values, they may be used effectively on greyscale 
data or colour index values for 8 bit RGB images 
using a common look up table for the RGB 
values. Other restoration methods such as those 
by Blake and Zisserman or C-F Westin cannot be 
used for colour in this way. 

In a more general sense, the reconstruction 
problem can be regarded as fitting a surface to 
a sparse or scattered set of points in a 
rectangular domain, D. This problem appears 
particularly in geographical and geological 
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problems where a sparse set of measurements is 
available and a most likely value is required 
over a full set of points in a rectangular domain, 
D. In processing of impulse corrrupted pictorial 
data, the problem is slightly different in that the 
impulse values will intersect with part of the 
image data which will therefore be lost when 
that part of the data set is thresholded out and 
replaced. As long as the fraction of the image 
data is not too great, the restoration will be 
succesfull. A face image in which a third of the 
image data was lost in thresholding gave a 
satisfactory restoration. 
This problem has been solved by interpolation 
using polynomials but this method has 
significant problems. Firstly the surface 
generated exhibits an oscillatory nature even for 
polynomials of low degree. Also the surface 
may be non-singular and the system can be ill-
conditioned. The morphological methods 
dicussed here are of low complexity and are 
stable if due consideration is given to possible 
recursive effects. 

1.2 Morphological Filter Principle 
The morphological filtering method may be 
performed either on a propagation basis or a 
nearest good neighbour (NGN) basis. In the pixel 
propagation method termed the seeding method, 
if the current pixel is a 'good' data value ie not a 
member of the impulse pixel set, it is propagated 
to its noise impulse valued neighbours. In the 
second earlier method, the NGN method, the 
value of the current image pixel is checked and if 
it is within the interference range, a data pixel 
from its nearest good neighbour is copied to it. 
If the image is simply sparse data, a non-zero 
data value is copied to any zero valued pixels 
These methods differ from rank filtering in that 
no ranking of the pixel values is attempted and 
that the output depends on spatial relationships, 
not rank order. Restoration methods may use 
separate buffers or a single buffer for input and 
output. Recursive effects may occur with 
iterative methods and a single buffer. These 
manifest themselves as excessive streaking in the 
restoration. In this study, a seeding method 
using a 3x3 neighbourhood was used for the 
colour image restoration and the output iterated 
until the SNR became ssentially constant. For the 
grey scale images, the seeding method was used 
using a 3x3 pixel neighbourhood. Below a 
seeding method of restoration is shown restoring 
the four connected neighbouring pixels. 
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1.3 Objective Image Restoration 
Measures 
In our studies we have used as an objective 
measure the signal to noise ratio (SNR) 
commonly used for the fidelity of a processed 
image to its original form. This measure is the 
summation over all rows and columns of the 
original image pixel brightness values f squared 
divided by the sum of the differences between the 
original image f and the restored image values g 
squared expressed in decibels. 

SNR = 1 O.log(~~/2 ~~~ (f- g)2 ) (1) 

or for colour image restoration, 

SNR = 1 O.log{~~(r2 + i + b2 ) I 

~~[(r-R)2 +(g-G)2 +(b-B)2 ]} 
(2) 

where the summations ~~. are over all image 
rows and columns and f = (r,g,b) and g = 

(R,G,B) are the colour components of the original 
image and the restored image respectively. 

Finally the normalised mean square error for 
greyscale images is the ratio of the summation 
over the image of the errors squared to the 
summation of the original image values squared. 

NMSE = ~~(f -g)2 /"L"L(f2 ) 
(3) 

This may be extended to colour on the same basis 
as the SNR measure shown above . 

Another method which does not require the 
original image data is to count the corrupt pixels 
remaining and to iterate until the number of 
corrupt pixels is normal, ie has a popularity 
similar to other pixels or colour indexes close to 
the corruption range. 
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1.4 Formal Definition: of Filters 
A formal definition using set theory 
nomenclature for the NGN filter is as follows: 

Sij(d) = { I(rs)jD(ij);(rs) = dj, I(rs)(ltC } (4) 

Sij( d) is the set of good pixels at distance d from 
ij. 
Sij(O) is the one element set containing Iij if Iij is 
'good' otherwise it is null. D is the integer 
distance measure function. Distance refers to the 
distance from the pixel output location to the 
nearest "good" pixel ie the distance from ij to rs. 
C is the set of noise impulses. 

I(rs) is a good pixel adjacent to ij. 

The seeding or pixel replication method is 
essentially the complement of this definition. 
For the seeding filter, for an image X and 
st111cturing element Band Noise pixel set N, 

X EB B = {x : Bx n X != N } (5) 

Thus the output for the seeding restoration is 
equal to the set of pixels formed by the 
intersection of the structuring element Bx with 
any pixel which is not a member of the noise 
pixel set N. This definition holds for brightness 
values for grey scale images or colour indices 
for RGB colour format images. 

In grey scale morphology, the output brightness 
value for dilation is the maximum value of the 
sum of the structuring element brightness Bx and 
the image brightness X within the region of 
intersection. In this method there is no addition of 
pixel values, only replication of existing 
values.[Gonzalez92] The structuring element B is 
a 2x2 or 3x3 block of pixels resulting in a 
replication of the central pixel value to the four 
connected or eight connected neighbours. Other 
structuring elements such as a cross are possible. 

1.4.1 Recent Methods of Sparse Image 
Restoration 
A summary of recent methods of sparse image 
restoration methods from the 80's onwards is as 
follows: In 1981, Grimson developed a 
restoration method based on fitting a "thin plate" 
to sparse data on a mmtmum energy 
basis.[Grimson81] The surface could bend but 
could not conform to a step change. Terzopoulos 
continued this work and extended it to a 
consideration of discontinuities or steps in the 
reconstruction.[Terzopoulos83] He also 
developed a multi-grid based method for faster 

convergence. Blake and Zisserman in a well 
known book [Blake86] developed surface 
reconstruction methods using weak continuity 
restraints as described later. Horn et al also 
developed methods to convert sparse optic flow 
data to dense flow maps using iterative 
methods. [Horn86] 

1.5 Restoration Using Successive Over 
Relaxation 
The Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) method 
developed by Blake and Zisserman [Blake86] In 
this approach to the restoration of sparse data, a 
weak membrane is fitted to the sparse data on 
the basis of minimum membrane energy E. 

E=D+S+L 
(6) 

The membrane is fitted to the data on the basis of 
minimising a membrane energy E with energy 
term D for fidelity to data, S for adjacent 
differences corresponding to a gradient term and 
a fmal term L for step discontinuity energy, 
meaning region boundaries or edges. Blake and 
Zisserman define D and L as follows: 

K 2 
D= AI Ky(uk -dk) 

(7) 

2 2 2 
S='A [~.(u;-u;_1 ) +~.(uj-uj_1 )] (8) 

1,] 1,] 
The term L cannot be used with sparse data as 
discussed below. The first term D is the sum of 
the squares of the differences between 
reconstructed image points and the original noisy 
or sparse data. A is the image area in pixels and 
K is the number of sparse data pixels. Term S is a 
sum of the horizontal and vertical gradients 
squared over the image domain. The symbol A. is 
a scale factor and was in our work was set to one 
pixel for sparse data in line with [Blake86]. The 
gradient term S attempts to make the restored 
image as flat as possible. Note single subscripts 
have been used for the row and column subscripts 
to simplify the expression for S. Also note that 
this is the form for zero step or line discontinuity 
processes. The third term L penalises image 
brightness steps or line discontinuities mentioned 
above. The term L has the effect of minimising 
the perimeter or edge length around areas of 
constant brightness. For sparse data, this term 
cannot be used as edges cannot be located 
unambiguously due to the non-uniformity of the 
data. 
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A gradient descent solution to the problem of 
restoration of sparse images can be used. By 
equating the rate of change of the membrane 
energy E with respect to image grey level u to 
zero, an equation may be formulated for finding 
image grey levels. For the case of sparse data, the 
step energy term is not used as the edges cannot 
be located unambiguously so the line step energy 
term is set to zero. In that case, the reconstruction 
becomes entirely deterministic. 

We minimise E w.r.t changes in u(ij) and note 
that at the minimum, 
a E 1 a u i . j = o , v i (9) 

This equation may be solved at all pixel sites by 
making small changes in u, the image brightness 
and accepting those that reduce E. A more rapid 
method which is used here is to utilise energy 
gradient information to converge on the solution. 

ui+1=ui-(aE/&u)w/T (10) 

The convergence rate is determined by w and T. 
w is set between 1.0 and 2.0 as discussed later. T 
is set to ensure convergence for the value of w 
used. 
Maximum gradient descent or successive over 
relaxation (SOR) will speed up the iterative 
solution to the fmal grey levels. Sparse images or 
images corrupted by impulsive distortions such as 
salt and pepper noise may be restored using this 
relaxation technique which stabilises after a fmite 
number of iterations depending on the degree of 
corruption. Pepper and salt noise refers to 
impulse corruption of black. and white dots. For 
the 8 bit grey scale images used in this study, 
images with 50% data loss converged after some 
ten iterations whereas a 90% data loss image took 
about 50 iterations to converge to within I grey 
level point in 8-bit data. 

Restoration Parameters 
The successive over-relaxation parameter w may 
be set in the range 0-2. The case w ~ I 
corresponds to Gauss-Seidel iteration for images 
with large spatial digitisation values. For 256 x 
256 pixel images, the difference from 1 will be 
very small, less than 0.01 %. Values of w 
between 1.0 and 2.0 give over-relaxation and 
faster convergence. Values close to 2.0 caused 
image distortion but a value of 3/2 used here gave 
rapid convergence without image over-ranging 
for a 512x512 image. See [Press88] for further 
discussion of speed of convergence. The scale 
factor A, which may be regarded as a scale or 
smoothing factor, has a range of one to 32 pixels. 
In line with [Blake86], a value of unity was used 
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for to obtain the SNR figures given below. It 
should be noted that the optimum value of w, the 
SOR parameter is related to A as follows: 
w = 2/(1+ li(A.J2 )). For A = 1, w ~ 1.2 
(11) 
See [Blake86] for further discussion ofw, A.. 

1.6 Pixel Region Considerations 
For images with a greater fraction of corrupted 
pixels, a larger number of iterations is required 
for restoration. For very high levels of corruption, 
more and more null values will result in slow 
restoration due to zero propagation of 
interference pixels. For a 90% corrupted image, a 
3x3 pixel block size gave good results. It is 
important to minimise the pixel neighbourhood 
replication area and to copy pixels in an 
omnidirectional way, ie to replicate the pixel that 
is truly closest to the current pixel position, to 
minimise spatial bias in the restored image. 

1.6.1 Restoration Colour Errors 
Morphological restoration of the type currently 
discussed will always replicate the data in the 
original image. Therefore there will be no new 
colours in the replicated data. There will be errors 
when rapid changes in colour occur at different 
image neighbourhood boundaries for example. 
As data values become sparser, colour errors will 
occur more frequently and the requirement for 
further processing increases. Post-processing 
using median filtering of colour indexes will 
reduce splatter due to inter-mingling of colours at 
image regions of different colours or rapid 
changes in colour. Post-processing of the restored 
data will increase SNR by more than ldB . 
Smoothing filters can be used for post-
processing filters for grey scale images but not 
for colour pictures; Median filters will reduce 
splatter due to colour intermingling at image 
region boundaries by rejecting outliers caused by 
replication of pixels from a different colour 
region, giving a small but significant 
improvement. 

1. 7 Colour Image Results, NGN 
Restoration 
A colour coastal scene was corrupted by null 
value impulses. at 50% and 90% data losses. The 
colour result while having appreciable artefacts 
was again much more pleasing than the corrupted 
image. Colour restorations will be shown at the 
conference presentation. Note SNR values are 
calculated using colour indexes rather than RGB 
colour values for convenience. 
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Colour Restoration Results Coastal Scene 
% Data Loss SNR Restored SNR 
50 3.91 22.06 dB 
90 1.35 16.68 dB 

The restored images were generated using an 
iterated NGN 3x3 pixel search block. 

1.7.2 Discussion, Restoration Colour 
A restored image was generated using the 50% 
data loss RGB picture using a 3x3 search block. 
Subjective examination of the restored image 
showed that the image was essentially identical 
to the original uncorrupted image. Closer 
examination showed a few colour spots which 
were different to the original. The restoration of 
the 90% data loss image gave a recognisable 
image but with considerable loss of fine detail, as 
the pictorial results show and splatter of adjacent 
areas into one another. These effects are quite 
severe for restoration of images with less than 
10% of the original data. 

1.8 Discussion Grey Scale Restoration 
For the data presented here, the lena image at 
corruption levels of 50%, 90% and 95% data loss 
were investigated. This was done by setting to 
zero the image pixels at random locations at the 
above percentages. Image data was in 8 bit grey 
scale format. The pictorial results are given 
showing the 90 and 95% grey scale restorations. 
SNR results are tabulated as shown. Even at 99% 
data loss a face was obtained with all features 
recognisable without post-processing. On grey 
scale images, after morphological restoration, 
smoothness based techniques can be used to 
improve the SNR by 0.5-2dB depending on the 
sparseness of the original data. 

Picture SNR # of iterations. 
Data loss dB No 

50% 26.08 5 
90% 19.44 10 
95% 17.41 15 

1.9 Post Processing of Images 
Sparse images both colour or grey scale may be 
regarded as randomly sub sampled images. The 
morphological restoration methods enumerated 

here do not have any spatial frequency limitation. 
An image with 10% data is nominally equivalent 
to sub sampling on a 3x3 grid. Thus artefacts due 
to higher spatial frequencies will be present in the 

restorations. 

For greyscale images, the higher spatial 
frequencies may be filtered by using averaging 
or smoothness based techniques to attenuate 
the higher spatial frequencies. This process may 
be repeated as long as the original data is 
enforced subsequent to averaging. 

For such high data loss picture restoration, we 
have found that post-processing of the 
restoration using median filtering techniques 
reduces these artefacts by reducing the 
raggedness of region boundaries. Post-
processing of the dense image data increases 
the SNR by up to 1 dB. This additional 
processing becomes significant due to the errors 
produced by the NGN filter when data is 
sparse. At high data loss levels, it was found 
median filter spatial errors were outweighed by 
the increase in uniformity due to the removal of 
outliers due to colour mixing at region 
boundaries caused by the NGN filter. A further 
small improvement is achieved by data 
enforcement after median filtering. Data 
enforcement or posting is the replacement of 
the restored image pixels after median filtering 
with the sparse data values in the original 
corrupted image. Other pixels remain the same. 
The colour image street scene gave visibly less 
artefacts and an SNR increase from 14.22 to 
14.73 dB after median filtering and data 
enforcement. 

2 Conclusion 
A new method of morphologically restoring 
images that have been corrupted by impulse noise 
has been presented. It has been shown to perform 
satisfactorily on colour and grey scale images. 
Conventional order statistic filters which use the 
median or ranked values are relatively ineffective 
when 50% or more of the image is lost.[3],[4]. 
On a face image, rank filters gave a result some 
7dB less than this method with much greater 
artefacts. The morphological restoration may use 
a seeding method or nearest good neighbour 
method. As images become more corrupted, 
pixels will be propagated for longer distances and 
larger spatial dislocation errors will occur giving 
poorer restoration results. Methods may use a 
single or dual buffer method for the restoration. 
Pictures with corruption of up to 95% of image 
pixels for grey scale images and up to 90% for a 
colour scene have been restored by these 
methods. 
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Figure 1. Lena Original 512x512 pixels Figure 2 Corrupted Image 90% pix set to white 

Fig. 3 Restoration of fig 2. 20 iterations Seed Filter Figure 4. 3x3 Filtered Version of Fig 3 

Note that all pictures have been reduced by a factor of two which tends to reduce edge artefacts. 
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Figure 7 Colour Street Scene with 10% Data 
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Colour Street Scene restored from 
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